
DockerCon Live 2021 Call for Papers! 

Are you interested in speaking at
DockerCon? Don’t miss this amazing
opportunity! The DockerCon Live 2021 call
for papers is open until March 15th. 

Submit your proposal today! 

The latest Docker Index shows continued
massive developer adoption and activity to
build and share apps with Docker.

Read Blog

We’ve partnered with JFrog to ensure
developers can benefit from integrated
innovation across both companies’ offerings.

Read Blog  

Docker Community All Hands 

Join us as we bring together Docker staff
and users to share product updates,
recognize contributions and ask questions to
Docker’s leadership team. 

Register for Docker Community All Hands 

Audit Log in a new Docker capability that
provides teams with tools for higher
efficiency and better collaboration.

Read Blog

A new preview of Docker Desktop for the
Apple Silicon M1 chip is available and now
works with Kubernetes.

Read Blog

DockerCon Live 2021 Pre-registration 

We’re thrilled to announce DockerCon Live
will take place on May 27th, 2021. Join us
for this free, online experience full of product
demos, technical sessions and much more. 

Pre-register for DockerCon Live 2021 

Docker Captain: Nick Janetakis 

Docker Captains are experts in their field
and are passionate about sharing their
knowledge with others. See how Nick is
contributing to the Docker community. 

Get to Know Nick Janetakis 

Breaking Containers to Improve Security 

Vulnerabilities and configuration issues can
easily allow someone full control of your
cluster. 

Register for the workshop to find out how to
find these issues in your own containers
and clusters. 

Getting Started with Docker 

Register for the live workshop to learn how
to get started using Docker and to ask
Docker experts your questions.

Docker Community 
Learn, connect and collaborate with

millions of developers across the
globe using Docker. 

Join Community 

Docker Blog 
Check out the latest news, tips &

tricks, how to guides, best practices
and more from Docker experts. 

Read Blog 

View Online

February Newsletter
The latest and greatest content for developers.

News and Content 

How Developers Can Get Started with Python and Docker
Compiling Qt with Docker Using Caching
Open Sourcing the Docker Hub CLI Tool
Donating Docker Distribution to the CNCF
How to Deploy GPU-Accelerated Applications on Amazon ECS with
Docker Compose

Captain Content 

Build Docker images quickly with GitHub actions & a self-hosted runner
Experimenting with .NET 5 and 6 using Docker containers

Virtual Events 

Upcoming and On-Demand Virtual Events
Workshop: Breaking Containers to Improve Security
Docker Community All Hands
Workshop: Getting Started with Docker
DockerCon Live 2021
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